Abstract-In this paper, a new motor control input and controller for small-scale electrically powered multirotor aerial vehicles is proposed. The proposed scheme is based on controlling aerodynamic power as opposed to the rotor speed of each motor-rotor system. Electrical properties of the brushless direct current motor are used to both estimate and control the mechanical power of the motor system which is coupled with aerodynamic power using momentum theory analysis. In comparison to current state-of-the-art motor control for multirotor aerial vehicles, the proposed approach is robust to unmodelled aerodynamic effects such as wind disturbances and ground effects. Theory and experimental results are presented to illustrate the performance of the proposed motor control.
I. INTRODUCTION
A multirotor aerial vehicle is a small-scale electrically powered aerial robot with four, six or eight rotors [1] . These vehicles have become the preferred platform for aerial robotics research due to their low cost, ease of design and simple dynamics [2] .
There has been over a decade of work on modeling the flight dynamics of quadrotors [3] , [1] and references therein. The common accepted model for rotor thrust and torque is a static relationship based on the square of the speed of the rotor [4] derived from analysis of hover conditions in still air. In recent years, this model has been found to be insufficient to account for the thrust generated from large displacements of air [5] . In [6] , the authors applied momentum theory and blade element theory to incorporate translational velocities in the determination of thrust. Their approach in developing the model was based on sophisticated aerodynamic theory. The major drawback of their work is that they require aerodynamic parameters which are difficult to determine for low-cost blades that are mostly used on multirotor aerial vehicles. In performing a single stall turn, [7] developed detailed thrust models for different flight conditions based on momentum theory to account for these complicated aerodynamic effects. In 2012, [8] , proposed a similar model that considers rotor speed, vehicle velocity, blade pitch and angle of attack, variables that are difficult to estimate during flight. A modified version that relates rotor speed to voltage was proposed in 2013 [9] , although that model does not extend to incorporating translational and axial velocities.
Despite the potential limitations of the current state-of-theart control of the propulsion system, quadrotors have been used in performing complex and aggressive manoeuvres. 1 Australian National University, Canberra, ACT, Australia.
{Moses.Bangura,Robert.Mahony}@anu.edu.au 2 Seoul National University, Seoul, Republic of Korea {hyonlim, hjinkim}@snu.ac.kr Some of these manoeuvres include the grasping and flights through narrow openings [10] , multiple flips [11] and single stall turns [7] . To overcome limitations in the dynamic modeling of rotor thrust, these manoeuvers require sophisticated control techniques, both [10] , [11] use iterative learning techniques to account for the unmodelled aerodynamic effects that come into play at high translational and rotational velocities, while [7] uses a more sophisticated aerodynamic model and introduces linear compensators that vary with the linear velocity of the vehicle to account for the unmodelled aerodynamics. High bandwidth control of actual thrust of a rotor based on local aerodynamic conditions of the rotor has the potential to overcome much of the complexity of these approaches. The authors showed in [12] that aerodynamic power can be used as the input or control variable for a multirotor system when the static rotor thrust model fail as a result of manoeuvres that are far from hovering condition. Although regulating aerodynamic power of a rotor is not the same as directly regulating the rotor thrust, the major advantage of this approach is that it is robust to changing aerodynamic effects such as translational lift, ground effect and axial displacement of the rotor. As such it is expected that the resulting thrust control will be more robust to external aerodynamic effects and perform better than current state-of-the-art control based on rotor RPM control and static hover thrust models.
In this paper, we present a novel motor control method for multirotor aerial vehicles based on regulation of aerodynamic power generated by the rotor. The approach depends on programmable electronic speed controllers (ESCs) used for the brushless direct current (BLDC) motor for the quadrotor considered. By careful construction of suitable filtering algorithms, basic measurements of rotor speed and current for a given rotor can be used to generate estimates of electrical power consumed by the rotor in real time. The electrical power contributes to mechanical power injected into the rotor dynamics, aerodynamic power and some resistive loss in the motor. The figure of merit of rotor relates the mechanical power injected into a rotor to the aerodynamic power generated in hover conditions. Using a figure of merit estimate along with estimates of the resistive electrical losses of the motor ESC system, we propose a simple feedforward, proportional feedback control scheme to regulate aerodynamic power. To demonstrate the improved performance of the aerodynamic controller, we carry out a set of tests described in Section V-A. These tests explore the controller's ability in rejecting wind disturbances in axial and planar directions and validate the performance of the proposed approach.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: In Section II, we develop the theory behind the use of aerodynamic power in producing a desired thrust along with the motivation for changing the control input, in Section III, we show how the electrical properties of the motor can be used to estimate aerodynamic power, in Section IV, we present our aerodynamic power controller and in Section V, we present experimental results that illustrate the improved performance with the shift in control variable from rotor speed to aerodynamic power and the production of a desired thrust.
II. AERODYNAMIC POWER AS OUTPUT
In this section, we show why aerodynamic power should be the control variable for small-scale electrically powered multirotors. In addition, we also show how it can be obtained from the state of the vehicle.
A. Aerodynamics of flight
A multirotor vehicle achieves sustainable flight through aerodynamic forces generated from the four or more motorrotor units. The aerodynamic forces generated by a motor- rotor unit are not only dependent on the physical dimensions such as radius, pitch, chord length of the rotors but also on the velocity of the column of air going through it. The velocity of the air column is also not only dependent on the rotor speed but also on wind velocity, objects and structures such as the ground and axial and translational velocities of the rotor plane [13] .
For rotor blades, the dynamic pressure and aerodynamic forces are created within one cycle of rotation as can be seen from blade element theory analysis [13] . Given that the rotors are usually rotating at speeds greater than 1000 revolutions per minute (RPM), one can assume that the aerodynamic forces have already been generated and have settled within the transient response times of the rotor speed and the estimated aerodynamic power. It will be shown in Section IV that the response time for both the aerodynamic power and rotor speed are under 100ms. This is far less than the attitude response time of quadrotors which is in the range of a few Hz [14] . Hence the transient response of the aerodynamic forces are negligible. Any unsteady aerodynamics causes magnitude and phase changes of the one rotor cycle aerodynamic forces. This is due to changes in the angle of attack of elements along the blade, induced velocity field and discrete tip vortices.
B. Thrust control
Let v be the velocity of the vehicle body frame {B} to the inertial frame {A} expressed in {A}, the rotation from body to inertia R = A R B ∈ SO(3), then the translational dynamic equation of state is given by (1) [14] 
where e 3 is the unit vector along the z-axis in {A}, m is the mass of the vehicle, g is the acceleration due to gravity,
T i is the total of the thrust forces (T i ) produced by the N rotors and D T is the sum of the rotor drag forces.
The current accepted models for thrust (T), torque (τ ) and power (P ) of the rotor are based on steady state analysis of hover conditions expressed explicitly as static functions of rotor speed. The standard expressions are
where C T , C Q and C P are constants obtained from static tests. These models do not account for any of the aforementioned relative changes in the immediate airflow of the rotor.
In particular, if the vehicle ascends or descends, translates, rotates, nears the ground or approaches obstacles, these aerodynamic relationships will fail. To be able to account for the changes in thrust that result through changes in the state of the vehicle, we will use a momentum theory analysis. Consider the control volume shown in Fig. 3 where V is the free stream velocity, V p is the magnitude of the velocity in the x − y plane. It can also be seen that the velocity of the i th rotor in the body fixed frame {B} with magnitude V is
is the induced velocity of the wind through the rotor. Using Momentum Theory, one can obtain the following equation for thrust [13] 
where ρ is the density of the air column, A is the rotor disk area and the resultant velocity U i of the air through the rotor is given by
Thus the thrust model is no longer expressed in terms of rotor speed but on the state of the airflow. Hence changes on the aerodynamic forces caused by relative velocity of the vehicle to the immediate air, obstacles and surfaces can now be accounted for. Also from momentum theory, the actual aerodynamic power in the airflow for the given thrust is given by
This shows that to produce a desired thrust given the state of the vehicle, aerodynamic power can be used as input to the propulsion unit. In doing so, the rotor speed increases or decreases depending on the conditions of the ambient airflow thereby ensuring that the aerodynamic power desired is that output into the airflow. This method of propulsion control is what we refer to as aerodynamic power control. Computing the desired rotor speed from (3) and (4) depends on blade element analysis and introduces considerable additional complexity [6] .
C. Aerodynamic power control
Considering only the rotor and applying the conservation of energy, the following relation is obtained
where P m is the mechanical power the motor shaft supplies to the rotor, P a is the aerodynamic power supplied to the airflow, P r is the power supplied in rotating the rotor, P disp is the power dissipated by the rotors during the generation of the aerodynamic power. It is defined by
The figure of merit, F oM is a number between 0 and 1. It is the efficiency of the rotors in converting mechanical power to aerodynamic power at steady state [13] . Hence, one can rewrite (6) by
If the torque through the rotor is τ , with the rotor rotating at a speed of and accelerating at˙ , then the mechanical power and power consumed by the rotor are obtained using the following relations
for which I r is the moment of inertia of the rotor. From these and an estimate of the F oM , the aerodynamic power can be estimated. Section III will show how one can explore the electrical state of the ESC-motor-rotor system in estimating P a . In addition, it will be shown in the sequel how one can use aerodynamic power in the control of multirotor aerial vehicles.
III. MODELING OF PROPULSION SYSTEM
In this section, we describe the propulsion system of multirotors using a simplified model of a brushless direct current (BLDC) motor. With this model and the state of the motor-rotor system, we show how aerodynamic power is estimated.
A. Simplified brushless direct current motor model
In most multirotor systems, a BLDC motor is the main source for thrust generation. It is composed of a 3-phase permanent magnet synchronous machine and an electronic drive called electronic speed controller (ESC). The name BLDC originates from the characteristics that its steady state response is similar to that of a brushed DC motor [15] . The steady-state electrical dynamics for a BLDC motor can thus be represented by the following set of equations [16] 
where D r is the aerodynamic drag on the rotor, is the rotor speed, R a and L a are the resistance and inductance of the motor respectively. I r is the rotor inertia and i a and v a are the current and voltage through the motor respectively. In most cases, BLDC motors for the propulsion system of multirotor vehicles are designed to have a very low inductance (e.g., < 0.2mH) which implies that one can ignore the fast electrical dynamics within the 1kHz sampling frequency used in the implementation of the aerodynamic power controller. In order to account for the degrading rotor torque efficiency at high currents, we model the rotor torque constant by
where K q1 is an order of magnitude smaller than K q0 which equals K e but expressed in different units. The motor-rotor parameters used are summarised in Table III-A. Instead of the normal linear relationship embedded in the viscous damping term or aerodynamic drag D r , from static experiments, we model this by
where b 1 and b 2 are coefficients determined experimentally from noisy torque measurements. This is only used in the estimation of˙ , as such even in unsteady flows, one need not have a very accurate model for it becauseˆ will go to ensuring that the correct˙ is obtained.
To estimate the aerodynamic power output of the motorrotor system, accurate measurements of the rotor speed , rotor acceleration˙ , current consumed by the motor i a and bus or battery voltage are required.
B. Measurement of internal variables
In the implementation of the proposed power controller, an ESC that is equipped with sensors for measuring the battery voltage, current and rotor speed was used [17] . For measuring , the ESC uses the rate of zero crossings within a fixed sampling window. The zero crossings of the free Fig. 4 . Rotor acceleration estimator. The proposed complementary filter for the estimation of rotor angular acceleration (˙ ). terminal among the three terminals determines the position of a magnet attached to the rotor for the next commutation. We used a 14-pole motor which provides 14 pulses per turn. For measuring currents, the ESC has a 0.5mΩ shunt resistor and an analogue to digital (ADC) converter for measuring bus or battery voltage.
C. Estimation of required variables for aerodynamic power
The noisy measurements of battery voltage, current i a and rotor speed implies that some filtering and estimation of˙ need to be carried out for the estimation and control of aerodynamic power. There are many possible filtering techniques that can be used. However, due to the limited computational resources and high bandwidth requirements preclude the use of techniques such as moving average filter or linear regression. This lead to the use of complementary filtering techniques.
Rotor acceleration˙ estimation. There is no direct measurement of the acceleration˙ of the rotor. Carrying out dirty time derivatives of rotor speed will give undesirable results due to the high frequency noise in rotor speed measurements. To this end, we propose the use of a complementary filter that combines (12) and (13) . The Schematic diagram of the proposed˙ estimator is shown in Fig. 4 . The rotor drag D r even if wrong, will be compensated for through the use of properly tuned innovation terms obtained from the first set of PI controllers [18] . The result of the estimation is shown in Fig. 6 .
Current i a filtering. We propose the use of the comple- mentary filter shown in Fig. 5 to obtain estimates of i a . It is implemented in the sense of (11) . The estimation results of the current filter are presented in Fig. 7 . It should be noted that despite not knowing an exact value for the inductance L a , the innovation terms can be tuned to account for this.
D. Aerodynamic power estimation
Rearranging (8) and substituting for P m and P r with estimates of the electrical state obtained from measurements, the aerodynamic power is estimated using the following relation
Hence the aerodynamic power output into the airflow is estimated from the measurements of the electrical state of the motor-rotor system.
IV. AERODYNAMIC POWER CONTROLLER
In this section, we describe our aerodynamic controller in detail (See Fig. 2) . Unlike current rotor speed control, controlling aerodynamic power involves controlling both the rotor speed and current to reach the desired aerodynamic state. These two are competing variables linked by (11) . Hence, we propose a cascaded control architecture for controlling aerodynamic power for small-scale electrically powered multirotor vehicles. The control architecture has current control in the inner-loop and aerodynamic power control in the outer-loop. The architecture is shown in Fig. 8 . The controller determines the desired voltage v a which is set as a fraction of the battery voltage. This fraction expressed as a percentage is known as duty cycle.
A. Current control
This is the inner-loop controller of our architecture. Its role is to enable faster transient responses in current and thus rotor speed. Looking at (12) , it becomes obvious that controlling motor current is indirectly controlling rotor torque. Previous work on torque control of BLDC motors has been carried out in the electronics industry [19] . In the multirotor community, it has yet to gain any interest as the electric current is not the physical entity that interacts with the environment. With the 1kHz sampling rate, a system identification on current produces an unstable first order pole close to the origin. This unstable pole makes any high gain direct feedback control of current unstable. To avoid this and enable faster responses, we propose the use of a feedforward approach which ensures that higher electrical power is initially input into the system thus pushing the current and rotor speed to reach their desired states within a short period of time. The controller is shown in (18) .
B. Aerodynamic power control
This forms the outer-loop of our cascaded controller. Its role is to regulate the aerodynamic power and ensure that it reaches the desired setpoint. To enable faster response without attenuating measurement noise, a feedforward voltage is determined based on the desired aerodynamic power.
From the schematic, the functions f (P converts the desired voltage to desired current which is regulated in the inner-loop current controller. It should also be noted that one can use iterative Newton-Raphson methods to determine the desired feedforward states without using these polynomials. This is possible through the use of the motor dynamic equations presented in (11) to (13) provided the motor parameters are well known.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present results that compare our proposed aerodynamic power controller to current rotor speed and open-loop voltage controllers. We carry out two set of experiments that are described in the sequel.
A. Static tests
The aim of the static test experiments is to compare the responses in thrust, rotor speed and aerodynamic power of the three controllers when subject to wind of 4 ms −1 thereby simulating a 4 ms −1 axial/translational velocity of the vehicle or 4 ms −1 axial/translational gust at hover. One of the experimental setups is shown in Fig. 9 .
The setup consists of an ESC which has the controllers and gives an output measurement of , i a andP a and a 6-axis force torque sensor [20] which outputs the thrust and Fig. 10 . Experimental results (RPM and power) with 4 ms −1 wind from sideways. As is expected, power is supplied to the system which implies that thePa of the rotor speed control goes up as it maintains a constant rotor speed. The power controller in trying to maintain a constant power in the airflow responds by causing a reduction in rotor speed. torque measurements. In addition, there is a second rotor for the generation of the wind disturbance at a specified time during an experiment. We first perform two sets of experiments: 4m/s wind blowing axially down through the rotor and 4 ms −1 sideways. The experiments were carried out for duty cycle ranging from 20 to 40% in increments of 2%. Figs. 10 and 11 show the response for side and axial wind respectively. Due to lack of space further results cannot be shown.
From the experiments, we can see changes in rotor speed, thrust and aerodynamic power. As is expected, the RPM controller maintains a constant rotor speed. The open-loop voltage controller, maintains a constant voltage whereas the aerodynamic power controller maintains a constant aerodynamic power. As such, in the case of the RPM controller, we see an increase or decrease in the aerodynamic power thereby reflecting whether power was added or removed from the system. The aerodynamic power controller in maintaining a constant desired aerodynamic power output causes changes in the rotor speed. When wind is blown from the top, the power controller increases the rotor speed in order to maintain a constant aerodynamic power thereby creating a Fig. 11 . Experimental results (RPM and power) with 4 ms −1 wind from axial direction. By blowing wind from above unto the rotor indicates we are sucking power out of the airflow. In response to this, the aerodynamic power controller increases the rotor speed whereas the rotor speed controller maintains a constant rotor speed. reduced impact on the total thrust produced. Unlike the rotor speed controller which sees a decrease in power of the system which causes a further reduction in thrust at a constant desired rotor speed. When wind is blown from the side, to maintain a constant aerodynamic power and thus thrust, the power controller decreases the rotor speed. However, the RPM controller in maintaining a constant speed, and reflecting the increase in power to the system, produces a further additional thrust. This additional thrust which has been observed in translational flights is referred to in the literature as translational lift [13] . This increase and decrease of rotor speed (hence much less effect on thrust) for the power controller implies that it is better at disturbance rejection compared to the current state-of-the-art rotor speed controller.
To show that with aerodynamic power as input, we can predict the thrust produced, we perform experiments that involve setting three different aerodynamic power with axial and translational velocities from 0 to 3 ms −1 . Using (4) and (5) and a few steps Newton-Raphson iteration, the induced velocity v i is obtained. Thereafter the estimated thrust is determined using (3). Measured and estimated thrust for the three power settings and velocities are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 for axial and planar velocities respectively.
From the theory presented in Section II, changing the velocity implies that for a constant aerodynamic power, the induced velocity v i of the airflow changes which causes a change in rotor speed and thrust. This is the change observed in the thrust produced by the aerodynamic power controller. The major advantage of the aerodynamic controller is that if we require constant thrust in the presence of translational and axial wind, the power can be changed accordingly to reflect this. Hence through power, we can set the exact desired power that can produce a given thrust that accounts for vehicle and airflow velocities.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a new controller for the propulsion system of small-scale electrically powered multirotors. We have demonstrated how the desired aerodynamic power input can be estimated using the electrical state of the BLDC motor. With this estimate, we have designed a controller that efficiently regulates aerodynamic power. We show that for a given desired thrust, and known translational velocity of a quadrotor, how the aerodynamic power that generates the desired thrust can be computed using momentum theory. In any case, using the proposed control to regulate aerodynamic power, the variation in thrust due to external aerodynamic disturbances is less than for current state-of-theart motor control based on regulating rotor RPM. The new controller has been shown experimentally to resist changes in translational lift and thrust changes as a result of axial and horizontal airflow disturbances on the thrust generated.
